About ETSI
European roots, global outreach

ETSI is a world-leading standards developing organization for Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)

Founded initially to serve European needs, ETSI has become highly-respected as a producer of technical standards for worldwide use
Products & services

- Technical specifications and standards with global application
- Support to industry and European regulation
- Specification & testing methodologies
- Interoperability testing
Membership

Over **800 companies**, big and small, from **64 countries** on **5 continents**

Manufacturers, network operators, service and content providers, national administrations, ministries, universities, research bodies, consultancies, user organizations

A powerful and dynamic mix of skills, resources and ambitions
Independence

- Independent of all other organizations and structures
- Respected for neutrality and trustworthiness
- Esteemed for our world-leading Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy
Collaboration

- Strategic collaboration with numerous global and regional standards-making organizations and industry groupings
- Formally recognized as a European Standards Organization, with a global perspective
- Contributing technical standards to support regulation
- Defining radio frequency requirements for the technologies we standardize
Innovations

- Efficient and speedy standards-making
- Free download of all our standards
- Electronic working to boost efficiency and reduce cost and environmental impact
- Quality certified to ISO 9001:2008
Centre for Testing & Interoperability

- Specification, validation and testing
- Development of test specifications
- Use of best practices, languages and techniques
- Organization of Interoperability events
The importance of standards to industry and governments continues to grow

Technological developments and convergence of technologies and businesses impose new demands on standards-making processes

ETSI is here to serve YOU in these challenging times
ETSI’s core business is standards-making; our publications are used worldwide.

We have introduced additional services designed to give makers and users of standards the very best return on their investment.
Different users, different needs

- Standards and reports designed to serve a wide spectrum of needs
- Standards available to anyone free of charge
- Methodologies, tools and services for the entire lifecycle of technical innovation
Fora hosting

Offering a wide range of tailored management and administrative support services to any forum, drawing on ETSI’s core competences

Forapolis provides the **infrastructure, tools and resources** to operate your forum cost effectively, leaving you and your members free to **concentrate on your core activities and objectives**
Centre for Testing & Interoperability

- Specification, validation and testing
- Development of test specifications
- Use of best practices, languages and techniques
- Organization of Interoperability events
Algorithms

Production and custodianship of algorithms, codes and specialized software for telecommunication & broadcast systems
Management and transparency of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) information in accordance with our IPR policy
ETSI library of **over 35 000 standards and reports** distributed quarterly on DVD with on-line updates

**Subscription included in ETSI membership** and available for separate purchase
Whether you wish to:

- **Assemble** decision makers in India …
- **Test** products in China for interoperability …
- **Organize** a workshop in ETSI’s premises…

… ETSI has the services and expertise to make it happen
ETSI Membership
WHY join ETSI?

- Right to participate in all ETSI activities
- Preferential access to leading-edge ICT knowledge
- Opportunities to meet and influence your customers & competitors
- Direct insight into critical issues, including regulatory & spectrum matters, and the ability to influence them
- A fair & effective IPR policy to protect your intellectual property
- Access to ETSI’s partners around the world
WHO joins ETSI?

Companies & organizations from all over the world:

- The **big players** in ICT
- **SMEs & microenterprises**, who find they can exist very happily within ETSI in the presence of the big names
- **Universities & research bodies**, increasingly find themselves at home in ETSI
By joining ETSI you will become a partner in the development of world class ICT standards

Join ETSI now and grow your market

www.etsi.org/membership
WHAT does it cost?

The annual fee is determined by size, nature and financial performance of the member organization.

All of our members have equal rights of direct participation in our standards-making activities and other services.

Our working methods are designed to minimize cost and maximize efficiency.
Affordable for all

Reduced annual membership fees for:
- Microenterprises
- Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
- Universities
- Public research bodies
- User associations

Starting at €2,000, it’s a great deal for universities, research bodies, associations and small businesses
IF you don’t join ETSI?

Be certain that others will!

... and they will have set the agenda for evolving technologies, leaving you to follow behind

Stop guessing what the rules will be...
Start shaping them yourself!
Can you afford not to join ETSI?

After all, more than 800 organisations of all shapes and sizes have done the sums and decided it’s worth it.

As an ETSI member you will find yourself in very good company!
Find yourself in good company
Find yourself in good company

Whether your company is large or small, and wherever it’s based, there’s a place waiting for you…

… in ETSI!
Contact

ETSI
info@etsi.org

Thank you!